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OBJECTIVES:
. To provide a platform to the students to exhlbit their talent and creativity'

. To apprise them about the skills and techniques of dramatization.

. To develop multi sensory skill of the students.

DESCRIPTION:

'Poetry and drama cleanse the doots of perception'

- Ursula Le Guin

creating Drama with poetry ls an exciting language learning experience The dramatization of

poetiy is a powerful tool ln stimulating learning while acquiring a second language because the

learneTs become intellectually, emotionally, and physically involved in the target language within

the framework of the new culture. Drama places the learners in situations that seem real so, in

ordertodeveloptheskillofdramatizingthepoem,anactivity.PoemDramatizatlon,onthetheme

cirl Child was conducted, to spread the fragrance of poetry and make students aware about the

sensitive issue and importance oi saving a giri child Adhering to the various aspects of dramatics'

a group of 5-6 students were selected from each section Teachers prepared the content

according to the theme and used different props that enhanced their performance Students'

enthusiasm while reciting the poetry was the reflection of their zest and confidence Their

performance was appreclateo oy one and all present This activity was an apt platform for the

students to showcase rhythm, expressions and modulation lt was a splendid effort that allayed

the innocent heart of the toddlers Dramatic activities can be more effective for exploring poetry

and can result in higher comprehension. The closely contested performances were challenging

task for the judges to adjudge the winners The best team was awarded with a prize The activity

enhanced their social, moral and cognitive domaln'
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